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Friends of Arrowwood
National Wildlife Refuge
Potholes & Prairie Birding Festival - June 10-14, 2015
The tours have been scheduled and guides obtained for the 13th annual birding festival
in Carrington, ND. See Page 3 for more information.

Experience Spring at Arrowwood
Winter’s grasp is beginning to loosen its grip and soon the prairies on Arrowwood National Wildlife
Refuge will come alive with the dancing of Sharp-tailed Grouse. Annually, the refuge offers a unique
opportunity to experience this ritual of spring first hand. The refuge positions observation blinds on two
active grouse leks or dancing grounds, which allows visitors to spy on the action from only feet away!
Birding Drives Dakota, the Refuge Friends Group and Arrowwood recently constructed two mobile
blinds that will enhance your experience on those brisk spring mornings. The blinds are designed with
the photographer in mind; offering completely adjustable camera ports to view and photograph the
grouse from a variety of angles. The blinds are very comfortable, but users are encouraged to dress
warm.
Peak grouse viewing typically occurs from mid-April through May. Early morning viewing provides the
most activity on the dancing grounds, but dancing can occur in the evening prior to sunset , if you are not
an early riser. The blinds are free and open to the public with reservation. For reservations and additional
information call Arrowwood NWR at (701)285-3341.
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Winter Florida by Corey Ellingson
For some people, I mention birding and winter in
the same sentence they all look at me like I had too
much eggnog or Tom and Jerry’s at the last
Christmas get-together. I agree that having 40 inlaws in your home can be a challenge, but it was
survived just fine!
To the contrary, winter birding for those folks
willing to enjoy the fresh frozen air does have its
rewards. You may recall me writing a piece in early
December regarding my chance encounter with an
adorable northern saw-whet owl. Unfortunately this
encounter was not repeated, but it wasn’t for lack of
trying.
The Mandan Union Cemetery location continues
to entertain the local birders with the boreal
avifauna from the frigid north, for all who visit.
One of these chance encounters was of a northern
shrike, harboring a nickname of the “butcher bird”,
for good reason.
This bird hunts by perching up high and watching
all the activity around it. It will snatch insects (in
summer), mice, or small birds on the wing. The
name comes from the cruel habit of impaling prey
on a barbed wire fence, or thorn of a plum tree to
return later to feast.
I was enjoying a northern shrike a few weeks ago,
when it suddenly flew in my direction with purpose.
I had no idea what caused this odd behavior of
flying towards danger (me). After perching deep
within a nearby spruce, I was shocked at the agility
of the bird as it flew circles through the thick tree in
hot pursuit of a golden-crowned kinglet. Now this
story doesn’t have a happy ending for the
unsuspecting prey, but I have a new-found respect
for this lethal winter hunter! After pinning the tiny
bird to the ground
in a pile of snow
for a bit, the prey
was carried off for
dinner.

Now, one of my little kinglet friends has
disappeared, but I guess it is the circle of life. I
don’t know what it is about the little puffballs but
they are a favorite of mine to see. My Sibley guide
lists them as a robust 3.5 inches long. Think about
that. A bird the size of your thumb survives the
subzero temperatures as it flutters about a spruce
tree in search of food. They have the ability to
hover under a spruce branch to search for food.
They have a high pitched chickadee-like scolding
call, and can be found in a mixed flock of
chickadees and little red-breasted nuthatches. I
spent some time trying to get photos a couple weeks
ago, but after 5 minutes my hands were frozen in
the -5 degree morning air.
Speaking of photography, last weekend was
another exciting experience for me. I was
attempting to get good photos of a resident flock of
red crossbills at the cemetery, when I noticed one
with a white wing-bar in my viewfinder! While red
crossbills have larger bills and are more adapt to
feed in ponderosa pines, the smaller billed whitewinged crossbill prefers spruce trees.
Winter finches are highly migratory, going where
the best food sources are. These migrations are
called irruptions since they vary in abundance and
regularity from year to year. This year is not a year
for these white-wings, but one showed up here – as
far as I know, the only sighting in North Dakota this
winter.

White-winged Cross-bill
photo by Corey Ellingson

After a few blurry photos of the raspberry colored
male sporting the bright white wing-bars, it flew off
Golden-crowned Kinglet
photo by Corey Ellingson with its new-found friends.
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Upcoming Events
May 8-17, 2015 The Biggest Week in American Birding brought to you by Black Swamp Bird
Observatory, Northwest Ohio. http://www.biggestweekinamericanbirding.com/
June 10-14, 2015 Potholes & Prairie Birding Festival, Carrington, ND. www.birdingdrives.com
June 17-21, 2015 ABA Birding Rally: Spearfish, SD http://evemts/aba/org/
October 2-4, 2015 American Birding Expo: Gramge Insurance Audubon Center, Columbus, OH.
Attendee registration is free. Experience bird watching like never before.
www.birdwatchersdigest.com/abe2015/
*********************************************************

Potholes & Prairie Birding Festival – June 10-14, 2015
Each day there is a choice of three tours. On Thursday – Birds of the Drift Prairie led by Dave
Lambeth, Keith Corliss, Erik Bruhnke, Jesse Kohler, and Adrian Azar; Arrowwood NWR & Hawks Nest
Ridge led by Corey Ellingson and Alex Galt; and ND Specialties led by Bob Anderson.
On Friday – Chase Lake NWR & Stutsman County led by Erik Bruhnke, Corey Ellingson and
Jesse Kohler; Birds of the Drift Prairie led by Dave Lambeth, Alex Galt and Adrian Azar; and Sparrow –
LBBs led by Kieth Corliss.
On Saturday – Horsehead Lake & Kidder Co led by Keith Corliss, Alex Galt and Adrian Azar;
Chase Lake NWR & Stutsman Co led by Corey Ellingson and Jesse Kohler; Hawk ID led by Erik
Bruhnke
On Sunday – Horsehead Lake & Kidder Co led by Dave Lambeth, Erik Bruhnke, Jesse Kohler
and Adrian Azar; Arrowwood NWR & Hawks Nest led by Corey Ellingson and Alex Galt; ND
Specialties led by Keith Corliss.
There will be one seminar each day Wednesday through Saturday: Wednesday – ND Specialties
with Dave Lambeth; Thursday – Sparrow LBBs with Keith Corliss; Friday – Hawk ID with Erik
Bruhnke; and Saturday – Rarity Theory with Keith Corliss.
On Thursday evening, dinner will be held at the NDSU Research Extension Center.
Access the registration form at www.birdingdrives.com
or call Laurie at the Chamber of Commerce: 701-652-2524 or 1-888-921-2473

A shadow and a swagger – Al Batt
I watched a squirrel run over the wind-hardened snow filling the road ditch as it fled from my place for
the friendly confines of a neighbor's. It was a dangerous scamper. It was running the gauntlet of possible
red-tailed hawks. Raptors enjoy fast food.
I saw a groundhog later in the month that contains Groundhog’s Day. To the big rodent, it was
Groundhog’s Month. It ventured forth cautiously and then scampered back quickly to the safety of its
burrow. Maybe it had seen its shadow. According to folklore, if it’s cloudy when a groundhog emerges
from its burrow on Groundhog’s Day and it doesn’t see its shadow, spring will come early. If it’s sunny
and the groundhog sees its shadow and retreats back into its burrow, winter weather will persist for six
more weeks. Maybe it is frightened of its shadow? A crow walked the same ground. The groundhog could
never match the crow’s swagger. The crow probably saw its shadow and liked it.

Nature Lessons – Al Batt
A Wisconsin study showed that black-capped chickadees with access to bird seed had a much higher
overwinter survival rate (69 percent) compared to those without access to bird feeders (37 percent
survival).
At certain frequencies, an owl’s hearing is ten times more sensitive than ours.
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An an exciting visitor at Arrowwood NWR
One of the Arrowwood NWR employees noticed some
interesting tracks in the snow. It was confirmed the tracks were
from a River Otter. Otter tracks in winter have a slide mark as
they glide across the snow on their belly.
A few days later, Paul Halko, of Arrowwood NWR, set up a trail
camera in a near by area with flowing water. After a couple
weeks this picture of a River Otter was taken. Quite exciting,
but not that unique, as river otter numbers continue to increase
across the state. Their presence is well documented in the Red
River and it tributaries, as well as the James and Missouri
Rivers. However, it is our first documented presence on the
Refuge, as far as Paul Halko is aware.
The River Otter has many vital adaptations that help them

survive in some extreme environments. One of the major
differences in the River Otter, and other land mammals of a
similar size and weight, is the River Otter has a metabolic

rate that is 50% higher, which helps them produce extra body heat, This helps them maintain
their body temperature in the worst of the cold water, and weather they face on a regular basis.
Also their coat is a combination of two different types of fur, an outer layer of "guard hairs",
designed to protect the short dense second layer of fur, called the "under, or inner" coat.
This double layer system insulates the River Otter from the cold weather, and helps them to float,
and shed water. The nostrils are on the top of the nose, making it possible to breathe, while the
body of the otter remains completely under water, another way to stay warm in an inhospitable
environment. They can even run at surprising speeds, around 29 miles per hour over land.
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Sabine's Gull
by Corey Ellingson
You have heard me talk before about how much I
enjoy storm birding and this past weekend was no
different. As you all know, we got one of those
massive “Colorado Lows” spinning out of the
Rocky Mountains and wreaking havoc with the
weather forecast, and the travel plans of those in its
path.
The week started with a forecasted possibility of
snow, but I don’t think anyone expected it to turn
out as powerful as it was!
I braved the cold in search of a Sabine’s gull.
This bird has been my nemesis for my home county
bird list, having seen the species elsewhere in the
state nearly every year. This rather small pigeon
sized bird is a boring dirty gray as it sits on the
water. In flight however, it has a very striking wing
pattern of bold black wing tips, a darker brown
triangle on the back and inner wings, and a bright
white triangle on the trailing half of the wing
between the gray and black forming an eye catching
M pattern. Adults of this species breed along arctic
shores, and migrate down the coasts. The juveniles
follow the same route, but some choose to take a
straight shot across the mid section of the country
and cause quite a stir. Because we only see some
juveniles migrating across the plains, this means the
only migration window to see them is the last half
of September, only in the fall.
I gathered up my gear, some lunch, and drove to
my lake of choice which was Harriet Lake just east
of Wing. The temps were near freezing, wind
howling out of the north, and snow on the ground.
It seemed to me to be great conditions to ground
any migrants. I was eager with anticipation as I
pulled up to the lake. I carefully checked every
gull in flight, every island, every point of land
jutting out into the water for roosting birds in hopes
of something different. I did find a few different
birds, just not what I had hoped to see. A couple of
forester’s terns, a black tern, and some Bonaparte’s
gulls were recorded. The first two should be gone
by now and these may be the last I see of them until
spring. The later has just arrived from their nesting
grounds up north and provide a refreshing break
from our familiar ring-billed and Franklin’s gulls.

After a two hour search, on three sides of the
sprawling lake, I drove further north to Salt Lake
and did the same at that location. The only
excitement: there was a tree swallow that should be
in Texas by now. At this point I waved a white
flag, and decided to take a drive to Garrison Dam
that provides all the gull action a person would want
to take in. I had enough of the driving rain, cold
temps and poor visibility and needed a break.
After an hour’s drive I arrived at the famous
Garrison Dam tailrace to find the clouds cleared off,
temps rising, and sun lighting up the dazzling array
of fall colors. Gulls of every size, shape and color
can be found in the quarter mile stretch of the
tailrace outflow area this time of year. Thankfully I
have some experience watching these gulls, as I
begin to sift through the birds. I located California,
more Bonaparte’s, and fall arrivals of herring gulls
and even an early young Thayer’s gull. I turned my
attention to the birds along the face of the spillway,
and quickly spotted the flying gem I sought.
To my surprise it is actually an adult! Adults
sport a black head and same wing pattern as the
juvenile only the darker brown on the back is
replaced by a cold steel gray. Tried as I might, I
could not get a photo of the individual as it flew
with effortless ease. This was only the second adult
I have seen in the state in 20 years, making it well
worth the trip. My Burleigh county Sabine’s gull
may have to wait till next fall.

Sabine's Gull
courtesy of www.carolinabirdclub.org
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RARITY FOCUS E-bulletins of the National Wildlife Refuge Association (NWRA)
http://refugeassociation.org/news/birding-bulletin/
SOME GOOD NEWS
Although many of these birds in the Puget
Sound region are “thought to be depleted
FOR PUGET SOUND WATERBIRDS
relative to abundances in the 1960s-1970s,”
As suggested above, seabirds may be write the researchers, “our results present a
viewed as critical “sentinel species,” indicators more optimistic picture for a number of species
of coastal habitat health. Through a process over the last decade.”
called “species distribution modeling,” the
status of many seabirds and their salt-water Perhaps most importantly, none of this would
been
conceivable
without
the
avian neighbors can be assessed. What is have
participation
of
enthusiastic
volunteer
birders.
needed, however, would be massive amounts
“You could never do this [work] with staff
of data.
Enter citizen science. Washington State people. You’d never have the budget to send
researchers, led by NOAA conservation out this many people so consistently for so
biologist Eric J. Ward, used data collected from many years,” said Toby Ross, Science
the Puget Sound Seabird Survey, to determine Manager at Seattle Audubon and a co-author
that things may be looking up for several Puget of the study.
Sound waterbird species historically in decline. You can access the original study, published in
The study focused on eighteen species – the open-access journal PeerJ in late October,
including alcids, cormorants, loons, grebes, here:
and waterfowl – at 62 Puget Sound sites. Ward
and his colleagues used seven years’ worth of https://peerj.com/articles/704/
citizen science data from the Puget Sound
Seabird Survey.
After putting the data through various
statistical
functions,
the
researchers
discovered that 14 species were actually
increasing. The remaining four species – Brant,
White-winged Scoter, Western Grebe, and
Red-necked Grebe – appeared to be in
decline, consistent with historical records.
These decline trends could reflect shifting food
sources, habitat loss, or nesting-area threats.
Brant
The work also highlighted several hot spots
Courtesy of photobucket.com/images/brant#!
for different species, data that may help identify
critical conservation areas.
White-winged scoter

Red-necked Grebe
Courtesy of www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/White-winged_Scoter/id

Courtesy of
sdakotabirds.com/species_photos/red_necked_grebe.htm
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SPRING MIGRATION BLITZ FOR RUSTY BLACKBIRDS
Rusty Blackbirds have experienced long-term population declines across their extensive range.
And while much has been learned about this bird's breeding and wintering grounds, much has
yet to be discovered over its migratory range, from the southern U.S., through the Midwest and
along the East Coast, up to Canada and into Alaska.
Last year, the International Rusty Blackbird Working Group and its partners - eBird, the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology, and the Vermont Center for Ecostudies - sought to resolve some of the
unanswered questions and initiated a three-year Spring Migration Blitz. This project
encouraged bird watchers to search for Rusty Blackbirds during this species' northward
migration.
Last's year's initial effort was a real success, with 4,750 participants submitting 13,400
checklists containing Rusty Blackbird observations.
Starting this month, participants will be seeking Rusty Blackbirds in migration. You can find out
more - including how to contribute data to the Spring Migration Blitz - here:
http://rustyblackbird.org/outreach/migration-blitz/
And you can review the prime "areas of interest" for this year, here:
http://rustyblackbird.org/outreach/migration-blitz/2015-areas-of-interest/

Q & A:

Al Batt

"How long does a dandelion live?" Dandelions are perennials. They take root in nearly everywhere,
shoving their way through gravel and cement, and they grow fast even in barren habitats. An individual
plant can live for years and the root sinks deeper over time. The taproot is capable of penetrating the soil to
a depth of 6 feet, but it’s most commonly 6 to 18 inches deep. The root is capable of cloning when divided,
with a one-inch bit of dandelion root growing a new dandelion. Dandelions likely arrived in North
America on the Mayflower – not as stowaways, but brought for their medicinal benefits. The University of
Wisconsin found that seed production varies from 54 to 172 seeds per flower head with a single plant
producing more than 2000 seeds. The yellow flower looks like the sun, the spherical seed head looks like
the moon and the dispersing seeds look like stars. Studies say that when conditions aren’t conducive to
germination, dandelion seeds can remain viable for decades and may become active when soil is agitated
by tilling or when environmental circumstances become more favorable. I suspect most seeds survive up
to five years. I’d think that a plant three to five years old would be an elder of high esteem.
"Are black squirrels a separate species?" Black squirrels aren’t a separate species. They are eastern grey
squirrels with a condition know as melanism which makes them black. Genetically, black makes for better
camouflage in dark wooded areas.
"How do birds survive our winters?" Birds are warm-blooded, which means their bodies maintain a
constant temperature, usually around 106 degrees Fahrenheit. They can’t turn up the thermostat, so they
use other coping techniques. They fluff their feathers, which trap warm insulating air. They grow
additional feathers for warmth or they add fat. They shiver in order to generate heat. Birds might flock
together in order to share warmth. They tuck bill and feet into feathers to minimize heat loss. Some species
are able to reduce nighttime body temperatures from their daytime level in a process called regulated
hypothermia. Many birds seek shelter from the elements in roosting locations that they deem secure.
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Birding Drives Dakota continues its mission:
To Promote Economic Development in North
Dakota Through Nature-based Tourism Focused
on Birding!

Board of Directors
Jeff Galt, D.C., President - Carrington
Ines Dunn, Vice-President - Carrington
Laurie Dietz, Secretary/Treasurer – Carrington
Frank Klein, Director, Carrington
Ann Hoffert Director, Carrington
Searle Swedlund, Director – Jamestown
Lindsay Ostlie, Director - Carrington

Not all mallards are created equal. Photo by Al Batt

We are very excited about our "Friends of the Refuge" designation and all the potential it has for BDD
and Arrowwood Refuge.

We are looking for new members and fresh ideas. If you are a nature lover, birder, or
simply an individual interested in tourism or conservation, now is a great time to join
our board or become a supporter and make a difference. If you are interested, please
call 701-652-2524, 701-650-9002, or email info@birdingdrives.com
Jeff Galt, D.C., President
Birding Drives Dakota

